CT Connections and AIRSTAYZ™ upgrade safety & sustainability for Travel 2.0
Melbourne, Australia, 25th September 2020: CT Connections (CTC) and AIRSTAYZ collaborate to
deliver a safe, sustainable, and seamless experience to enhance every step of the client’s journey.
“Our collaboration with values-aligned industry partners in enhancing customer experience and our service
delivery trialling next generation technologies is a reinforcement of who we are as leading travel service providers
in Australia. It is an opportunity for true innovation as the travel industry reshapes in the current circumstances”,
the Founders, Gary, and Marc said.
The collaborative initiative, with a shared culture, and a focus in placing the customer centre stage, is designed to
share resources, technologies, and networks. The teams at CT Connections and AIRSTAYZ, collectively bring years
of experience within the travel, technology, hotels and media sectors, combined with longstanding relationships
- stretching 25 years - provide solid, common areas to execute on their shared vision.
"CT Connections (www.ctconnections.com.au) is always striving towards continuous improvement in service
delivery uncovering areas of further enhanced service levels and implementing greater efficiencies for our clients.
We are delighted to collaborate with AIRSTAYZ in offering our clients an easy, safe, and touchless solution that
will offer convenience and reassurance to check-in and out of their accommodations with minimal physical
contact.
This collaboration provides access to tomorrow's technological enhancements which help in safely adapting to the
changed travel landscape without compromising on the quality of our client's travel experience," said Gary
Reichenberg, CT Connections Founder.
“AIRSTAYZ (www.airstayz.co) with its vision for elevating the guest experience, with less fragmentation and less
friction, to digital key search and reservations, contactless touchpoints, concierge services, whilst rewarding
travellers along their travel journey. A fun experience and real-time solution for connecting guests and staff,
keyless entry is a significant and fundamental part of digital development for the accommodation industry,” said
Marc Italia, AIRSTAYZ Founder.
“We’re excited in coming together with CTC, and launching our products and vision, in bringing the benefits of
mobile key to our valued guests and supply partners. This industry is ripe for value added change that serves
guests, hoteliers and staff – technology provides the platform combined with forward thinking partners for real
solutions. Whether its technology, IP (intellectual property), size, scale, branding and relationships all
fundamental in travel 2.0 and getting the sector going again.”
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